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Late yesterday evening enemy aircraft made attacks on several

towns in south and south-west England. Only slight damage was done

but some casualties were caused, several persons being fatally
injured.

One of the enemy bombers was shot down bringing the total of

enemy aircraft destroyed yesterday to eight.

Last night the enemy* s attacks were directed mainly against
London and the suburbs. Bombs were also dropped in several other

places in south-east England, and a few scattered and intermittent

attacks were made in some other parts of the country.

In the London and suburban areas several fires were started:
but the fire services again showed the utmost efficiency and brought
them all under control. Damage was done to a number of houses and

industrial premises.

Full reports of casualties are not yet available. It is

feared that some may have been caused in one building in London
which was struck by a high explosive bomb and partially demolished,
but the indications are that they casualties generally have not

been heavy.

In a town in Essex a number of houses were damaged and from
several other places there have "been reports of damage to houses,
hut not to any extensive degree.

Though there has "been a small number of fatal injuries,
reports show that the total number of casualties has been slight*
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FLASH

Last night our bombers carried out attacks on

naval dockyards, industrial plants and other important
military objectives in Germany and in enemy-occupied
territory.

AIR AFFAIRS
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OFFICIAL EXHIBITION OF PICTURES BY WAR ARTISTS AT

THE NATIONAL CALLERY . *

PRESS VIEW THURSDAY
o

OCT. 10: 2 - U. 30 P.m.

A number of fresh pictures will he put on exhibition this week

for the first time*. A list of these pictures is attached.

The following notes are on pictures which may he held to he of

special interest:-

MR., STANLEY SPENCER, who recently spent some time in the great

shipbuilding yards on the Clyde, has planned an elaborate series of

pictures on this theme. The first instalment now exhibited represents
Burners*.. It consists of three canvases forming a single composition,
a central rectangle and two long strips in the form of a frieze.

Mm Spencer’s imagination has been fired by his subject, and he has

produced designs of great intensity, The whole series of which the

picture now on view is a comparatively small part, will certainly be

one of the great imaginative records of the war.

The power to transform the mechanical aspect of modern warfare
into imaginative design is also seen in a beautiful series of paintings
of aircraft by MR., PAUL NASH*. He has studied them under all circum-

stances, in hangars, on the ground, in the air, and made them into
animated monsters, with a will and character of their own. Through
his gift of precise draughtmanship he has not had to sacrifice any of
the accuracy which the subject demands,

The same is true of MR, BARNETT FREEDMAN’S large coloured cartoon
of a big gun, which might serve as a drawing for technical instruction,
and yet is a remarkable piece of design.

As opposed to these works in which the mechanical instruments

are the real sub jects, MR. HENRY LAMB and MR. KENNETH ROWTREE have

recorded the human element in war; Mr. Lamb in two paintings of

trawler men minesweepers off duty, Mr
o

Rowntree in a study of Service
men of many nationalities strolling in Hyde Park. In the same cate-

gory should be mentiond MR. FELIKS TOPOLSKI’S witty drawings of the

Polish Forces in Britain enjoying sing-songs in Scotland or the pleasures
of a seaside promenade.

Among the new portraits are a number of personalities of out-

standing interest: MR. ERIC KENNINGTON’S two fine pastels of Flight
Lieutenant Learoyd, V. C-. ,

and Wing-Commander Embry, who holds the D.S.O.
and two bars: MR. R. G. EVES’S portraits of Sir Ronald Adam and Lieutenant-
General the Hon. H.K.Alexander, and the first two of a series of portrait
drawings now being done by MR. F.E.JACKSON of munition workers decorated
for gallantry all call for special mention.

Proposal to Send_an Exhibition of War Artists’ Work to New York.

The Museum of Modern Art, New York, have asked for a selection
of pictures by British war artists to be put on exhibition at the end
of next month, and it is intended to send a group of the most interesting
pictures which have been painted up to the present time. Some of those
now freshly exhibited will go to New York, and it is hoped that the
public will take the opportunity to see them during the next few
so as to evoid possible disappointment.



NEW PICTURES ON EXHIBITION.

James Bateman, AR. A. A painting of evacuees assisting with the

hay harvest.

Major Sir Muirhead Bone 6 drawings of ’’Highlander” personalities
and of the ship herself

Miss Dorothy Coke 3 water-colours of A. T. S. activities

Francis Dodd, R. A. Four munition factory subjects

T. C. Dugdale, AR. A. Group Capt. W. E. Staton, D. S. 0* and har

Wing Commander AD. Farquhar, D. S. 0. and

2 Bars.

R. G. Eves, R. A. Major General Herbert, C. B. , C. M. G. , D. S. 0.
,

Lieutenant General Sir Ronald Adam, Bart. ,

0. B.
, Da So 0» , Oe Be E®

,

Lieutenant General The Hon, H. R. Alexander,
C. B. , C. S, I. , D. S. 0® M. C.

Brigadier Ho Lumsden, D. S. 0.

Lieutenant Colo J, V. McCormack, M. C. ,

Barnett Freedman Cartoon for ’’The big gun” and an oil

painting "The gun”.

Ethel Gabain Two lithographs of evacuated school
children.

A S. Hartrick Two water-colours of land work in war time.

Keith Henderson Three paintings of Royal Air Force subjects.

F. E. Jackson Two drawings of munition workers who have

been decorated.

Eric Kennington Flight Lieutenant R. AB* Learoyd, V. C.

Wing Commander B. E. Embry, D. S. 0. (2 bars)
A F. C.

Henry Lamb, A. R. A. Two paintings of trawlermen now working
as minesweepers.

Paul Nash A series of water-colours of British bombers*
Two oil paintings "Marching against England"
and "Flying against Germany”.

Captain Cuthbert Orde Flight Lieutenant G* Allard, D. F. C. , D, F. M.

and bar.
Flying Officer B. D. Russel,
Two portraits of Polish officers who have
been decorated for gallantry whilst flying
with the R o AF® and "A Bomb Store”.

Kenneth Rowntree Foreign Service men in Hyde Park early
summer 19i|-0.

Henry Rushbury, R. A. A factory in course of erection.

Stanley Spencer Shipbuilding on the Clyde, "Burners".

AR. Thomson, AR. A. Weaving cloth for battle dress.

Feliks Topolski Polish and British Service men.

(Official artist to the
Polish troops in this

country).

MINISTRY OFINFORMATION.
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NOT TO BE PUBLISHED BEFORE THE MORNING PAPERS OF FRIDAY>
OCT. 11. NOT TO BE ISSUED ON CLUB TAPES, OR BROADCAST

BEFORE 7 a*m. ON FRIDAY, OCT~II.

OFFICIAL ADMIRALTY COWUNIQUE.

The Board of Admiralty•regrets to announce the following
casualties sustained in H.M.S. PENZANCE, the loss of which has already
been announced:

OFFICERS

Missing presumed killed.

COMMANDER ALLAN J. WAVISH, R.N. (in command).
TEMPORARY LIEUTENANT GEORGE C. COURTNEY, R.N.R.

COMMISSIONED ENGINEER CYRIL T. GAUGHRAN, R.N.

ACTING GUNNER FREDERICK G. HURT, R.N.

LIEUTENANT JOHN H. SMYTH, R.N.

Died of Wounds.

TEMPORARY PAYMASTER SUB-LIEUTENANT RODERICK ALAN STUART MacDONALD,
R.N.V.R.

RATINGS

Missing presumed killed.

ANSELL, Frank 0. Stoker Ist Class C/KX.88652
BARBER, Frederick C. ■ . Steward C/LX.21844
BRINSTONE, Douglas V. Ordinary Seaman P/55X.31760
BRUNDELL, Reginald W. Telegraphist C/JX.135342
BUDD, Albert W. Acting Leading C/JX.132600

Telegraphist
BUTLER, Joseph Able Seaman C/55X.19637
BYRNE, Michael Stoker R.N.R. D/178W
CARTER, Albert E. Able Seaman C/JX. 133224
COCK, James F. Supply Petty Officer C/X 38249
COLES, Ernest F. Petty Officer P/JX. 131269
COLLINS, Leslie J. Leading Seaman C/JX.129483
COOK, Charles G. Leading Stoker C/KX.81983
COURT, George A.E. Stoker Petty Officer C/KX.76347
COWLING, J. Stoker 2nd Class C/KX.99323
CRANE, John W. Ordinary Seaman P/55X.31756
DENHAM, John W. Leading Steward C/LX.14699
ELLIOTT, Richard Stoker Petty Officer C/K. 65212
FRIEND, Arthur C. Engine-room Artificer C/M. 38804

2nd Class
GALTON, Jack V. Leading Seaman C/J.
GRIMES, Francis V. Ordinary Seaman P/55X.31757
HARRINGTON, Thomas Stoker Ist Class C/KX.91727
HaRVEY, Robert C. Stoker Petty Officer C/KX.75712
HATCH, Edward Stoker Ist Class C/KX.90118
HENDERSON, Gilbert Able Seaman ■ C/JX.143416
HEPBURN, T.J. Acting Engineroom TD/X.1525

Artificer 4th Class R.N.V.R.
HINES, George A. Stoker Ist Class C/KX.91456
HOWARD, Bertie V.P. Stoker Ist Class C/KX.94329
HUTCHINSON, J. Leading Cook C/MX*5lOO2

/HYDE
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HYDE,.. John Acting Leading Seaman (Ty). C/JX. 137743
JACOBS, William R.G. Able Seaman C/JX.141232
JAMES, Geoffrey A.W. Able Seaman C/JX.131292
JOLLIFFE, Wilfred C. Able Seaman C/JX. 128513

KENWORTHY, Ernest Stoker Ist Class C/KX. 92533
KITCHING, Wilfred P. Leading Sick Berth Attendant C/MX.48757
LAYLAND, Dennis Able Seaman C/55X.22130
LAWRENCE, Everett A, Stoker 2nd Class . . P/KX.98863
LITT, Alfred W/'. / Stoker Ist Class C/KX.92034
McGAHEY, John R. ' Leading Supply Assistant C/MX. 51521
McPHEFSON, Douglas R. Able Seaman C/55X.19073
MANSFORTH, George B. Able Seaman C/SSX.IBBO9
MARKLEW, Edward Stoker Ist Class

,

S/KX.94427
MARSHALL, F.M. Signalman C/JX.137481
MARTIN, Kenneth Telegraphist P/JX.152970
MEDFORTH, Walter ‘ Stoker Petty Officer C/KX.75470
MERCER, Philip A,A. Stoker 2nd Class P/KX.98866
MIRRLEES, Henry Assistant Cook (0) C/MX. 62626

MISSON, Frederick H. Chief Stoker • - C/K.59495
MOON, William F. Stoker Petty Officer C/K.66674
MORGAN, Albert Able Seaman C/J.99335
MORRISON, Jo Stoker Ist Class C/KX.92661
MURPHY, John J. r .Stoker 2nd Class .
NANKIVELL, William E. Petty Officer Telegraphist C/JX.128973
NEWELL, William Stoker 2nd-Class . , P/KX.98871
NICOL, Charles A. ' '

'

Able Seaman 1 ’ C/J. 115227
NOBLE, Frederick

'

1 Stoker Ist Class C/KX.89022
NORMAN, Stanley A.T. Able‘ Seaman C/JX.143322
PECKFORD, Francis C.R. Ordinary Seaman • P/55X.31755
PERCY, Maxwell C. Stoker 2nd Class P/KX.98862
RICKETTS, George Officers Cook 2nd Class C/L.12445
ROBERTS, Sidney C. Stoker Ist Class . , C/KX.92049
SAGE, Reginald G. Stoker Ist Class C/KX.89755
SEEDS, James Stoker D/KX.86575
SEWELL, Richard E. Chief Petty Officer Writer C/M.37814
SHEPHERD, Kenneth Able Seaman G/J.113478
SIMPSON, Sidney H. • Stoker Ist Class C/KX.93737
SIMS, Nelson W. Able Seaman ' C/J. 114730
SLADE, Frederick A. Petty Officer * C/J.98649 .
SMART. Joseph Ho Engineroom Artificer’3rd Class C/?iX.50696
SMART, William H. Able Seaman ' • C/JX. 145740
SNOAD, Alfred L. Acting Leading Seaman C/SSX. 14331
SPOONER, Frederick J. Stoker Petty Officer • C/K.62514
TRENT, Frederick W.H. Leading Stoker P/K. 61631
TREVETHAN, Claude W. Cook (s) C/MX* 50063
TOMPSETT,. Cyril J. Acting Stoker Petty C/KX.75399

Officer (Ty.-) s

VALLIS, Sidney H. Steward - C/LX.21075
VAN-TROMPs William A. Shipwright Ist Class .* C/IVK.
VEAL, Oliver W. Able Seaman - C/SSX. 15855
WARD, Ralph W» Stoker Ist Class • C/KX. 94428
WATSON, Arthur C. Chief Engineroom Artificer C/M*34510

2nd Class •
. ■

WEBSTER,, Reuben Stoker Petty Officer » C/K.66877
WINDSOR, Alfred L° Leading Stoker * G/KX.75326
WOOD, - James H. ■. Joiner Ist Class C/MX.46223
YATES, William A. Able Seaman - C/55X.25984

‘ ■ wounded . !
ALEXANDER, W.A, Leading Seaman . C/55X.144658

Signalman C/SSX. 17316
BARBER JAFo Petty Officer C/J.13869
BROOKES, EORO Able Seaman ' C/55X.145115

J.D. Petty Officer C/JX.142477
CROFT? W.E, Able Seaman C/55X.1446/0
HYDE, HOFO Able Seaman . . P/55X.31750
MUMFORD, PoJ. * • Able Seaman ' C/55X.254872
TOOKEY,-F.J. Petty Officer , C/JX.130382

N.A.A.F.I. STAFF * '

Missing presume! killed.

HORROCKS, Ao Go Canteen Manager
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AIR MINISTRY NEWS SERVICE.

R.A.F. ATTACKS ON GERMAN NAVAL BASES.

The heavy bombers of* "the R.A.F. made their expeditions last night mainly

against naval objectives. Chief targets were the great German ports at Bremen and

Wilhelmshaven.

At Bremen, tons of high explosive bombs and hundreds of incendiaries were

dropped during the attack which lasted for more than an hour and a half. The

objective was hit repeatedly by our heavy bombs and fires and explosions were

observed in all parts of the target area.

One pilot reported that he saw flames belching high from a direct hit on a

building and that this fire was followed by an explosion which threw: debris hundreds

of feet into the air. Long after the raiders had left the target the glow from the

fires caused by their incendiary bombs was still lighting the sky.

The raid on Wilhelmshaven Was equally punishing. Here our bombers met with

intense anti-aircraft fire some of which came from a "Flak" ship lying at anchor.

In spite of the intensity of the Anti-Aircraft barrage, the attack was

pressed home and more than fifteen tons of bombs were dropped on the target. On the
journeys between the objectives and their bases some of the bombers also encountered
"Flak'* fire at several points, and two of them were shadowed for some time in the
darkness.

A pilot reported that while flying over the Frisian Islands at about 10,000 feet
he was followed by an unidentified aircraft showing dim navigation lights. Three
minutes later this aircraft was joined by another, and together they closed to about
800 yards. After coming down to 8,000 feet with the pursuers still on his tail,
the bomber changed course and eluded them.
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AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE.

Aircraft of Bomber and Coastal Commands yesterday made daylight attacks

on the ports of Boulogne and Lorient.

L a st night the main strength of our bomber offensive was centred on the naval

bases of Bremen and Wilhelmshaven where extensive damage was done.

Other forces of aircraft were detailed to attack military objectives over a

wide area in Western Germany, Holland and enemy-occupied France. The targets
bombed included the oil refineries at Hamburg and Gelsenkirchen, a power station

at Kiel, Krupp’s works at Essen, a metal works at Hanau, the Fokker aircraft works

at Amsterdam, goods yards at Mannheim and Gremberg, and several enemy aerodromes.

Vigorous night attacks on the Channel Ports were continued.

All aircraft returned from these operations.
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ROYAL AIR FORCE MARO NOJLI?*

The King lias been graciously pleased to approve the following award in

recognition of gallantry displayed in flying operations against the enemy:-

AWARDED THE DISTUxTG-UISHED FLYING- MEDAL.

$65108 Flight Sergeant Bertram Jajiies, T_hcg.as7
Laddie East Command..

This airman was pilot of one of a flight of aircraft detailed to carry put a

dive-bombing attack on an enemy gun position. During his dive he saw an enemy

fighter attack his leader. He released his bombs and then pursued the enemy

fighter, which manoeuvered quickly and delivered a. frontal attaek.

As a result, Flight Sergeant Thoms was severely wounded in the right
shoulder by an explosive bullet and his observer was killed*

Despite this, he set a course for Berber?., a distance of forty miles away,
where although almost exhausted through loss of blood, and his right arm useless,
he made a successful landing with the under carriage of his aircraft retracted.

By his superhuman effort he not only saved Ms aircraft but the life of his air

gunner.

NOTE ON CAREER.

from
Flight Sergeant Thomas is a Welshman and comes/Cwibran, near Newport,

lionmouthshire. He joined the Royal Air Force as an apprentice in 1931, and
became Flight Sergeant in 1939*

NOTE.

The bane fact of this award was published in Air Ministry Bulletin N 0.1591
(R.A.F. Awards N0.IO5). Issue* N0.2 of- September 3rd, 1940.

The citation was not then released,
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CAIRO OFFICIAL COMMUNIQUE

EGYPT: Yesterday morning a column of enemy M»T*
escorted by light tanks moved eastwards in

the BIR ENBA area, south of SIDI BARRANT,
withdrawing again to its original position
before dusk..

Our armoured cars shot down one enemy
bomber by A.A. fire.

OTHER FRONTS: Nothing to report.

MINISTRY OF INFORMATION



UTILISING WRECKED ARBIY CARS.

Great Saving of Time and Money*
n*n »n«n *.i*i < i iwwn . wmni'nini n f

A department of the Ministry of Supply, which lias sprung up during
the past few weeks, is now saving the taxpayers* money by utilising parts
of wrecked army vehicles* Previously, when cars and lorries were damaged
bpyond repair, they were sent to the scrap-heap* This new department -

the Reconditioned Unit Stores « will take such wrecks to bits, mend those

parts which are repairable, test all of them to the very strict standard

required by the Army, and sort them out so that they may be used again to

get other vehicles running*.

Everything that is of use will be used again*

At present, if a part of a car is broken or worn out the car is sent
to the repairers* These people may not have the required part in stock*
With the pressure of work as it is now it may be more than a month before

it can be obtained from the manufacturers» By sending a simple code number

to this new department the part will be forthcoming, generally at once, and

seldom with much delay*

Apart from the saving in time, there is an enormous saving in cost, as

these components cost about one-sixth of the price of new parts, and

frequently even less than that*

Ministry of Supply,
Press Office,
Adelphi,
October 9th, 1940* M.305.
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U.S. “ U.K, MAILS lost

The Postmaster General regrets to announce that

some of the mails containing letters and parcels for the

United Kingdom, posted in the United States of America
during the fourth week of August, have 1)6611 lost through
enemy action.

GENERAL POST OFFICE
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NEW HOME GUARD SCHOOL

Osterley Park, where the summer school for the training of Home Guards

was located, has not been found suitable as a site for the winter on account of
the absence of covered accomodation.

The Home Guard School is therefore being moved (under War Office arrangements)
from Osterley to a new site in the neighbourhood of London, where it will be

possible to carry on instruction in any weather, however bad, and where students

can be accomodated and fed.

At the new location, the majority of the instructors will be the same as

those who have been teaching so successfully at Osterley during the summer, and

instruction will follow similar lines.

Students in future will be Volunteers of the Home Guard who have been

selected from the whole country as suitable to return and carry out instruction

in their own units. In this way, although the numbers attending will hot be

quite as large as before, it will be assured that he teaching given is spread over

as wide a field as possible.

WAR OFFICE

Note to Editors

The precise location of the new school cannot be revealed, for Security
reasons.
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AIR MINISTRY AND MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY COMMUNIQUE

Enemy attacks on this country today have again been carried out

by small formations of high-flying fighter-bombersw Most of

these have not penetrated beyond the Kent and Sussex coasts where

a certain amo nt of minor damage has been done in towns and villages
on which small numbers of bombs have been dropped. The casualties
reported are very few.

A single enemy aircraft crossed the East Coast and dropped bombs

on a factory in the Midlands doing little damage and causing no

serious casualties. In attack on a South Coast town several houses
were demolished but the number of casualties was small.

During the day some enemy aircraft have penetrated to the London

area but the number of bombs reported is small. Some casualties

were caused and a number of buildings damaged.

One enemy aircraft has been destroyed. One of our fighters is

missing but the pilot is safe.
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Air Ministry News Service

R.A.F. ATTACK WILHELMSHAVEN AND BREMEN.

widespread
In the course of last night ’ s/o perat ions by the R.A.F. strong bomber forces

concentrated on Naval objectives and also carried out attacks on enemy shipping
in the "invasion" ports of the Channel and the North Sea.

Chief targets of the heavy bombers were the ship-building yards at Bremen,
the naval docks at Wilhelmshaven, the Krupps works at Essen, the large oil

refinery at Hamburg, and the hydro-genation plant and power station at Gelsenkirchen.

First of the raiding force detailed to attack the ship-building yards at
Bremen arrived as early in the evening as 8.15

f
and in the next hour and a half

the whole area whs systematically bombed with high explosives and incendiaries.

The docks were repeatedly hit and fires were started in all parte.. A stick of
bombs from one aircraft burst on a block of factory buildings, Abembers of the
crew saw two large explosions. These were followed a few minutes later

by five considerable fires*

The same bomber, dropping a second stick, scored a direct hit on another
dock building which was also set ablaze. After five or ten minutes had

elapsed the explosive contents of the building apparently caught fire, for there

was a great explosion, and large quantities of debris were thrown a hundred
feet into the air in all directions.

No fewer than fourteen fires - three of them seen many miles away from

the target - were started in*the early stage of the attack. The crew of one

bomber'alone reported on their return that their bombs had dropped with such

good effect that at least twelve fires were started by their salvoes. One

member of the crew said that seme of the fires were still visible when the

aircraft was ten minutes flying time away from the’ scene.

At Wilhelmshaven most of the bombers encountered fierce opposition from

the ground defences and "flak" ships. In spite of the severity of the barrage
all the attacks were pressed home, and, before the raid came to an end, more

than 15 : tons of high explosives had been dropped on the target.

Im a swift attack on the naval base at Brunnsbuttel, a single bomber

diopped a line of bombs across the Mole. About three minutes after the last

bomb had. fallen the observer noticed a bright flash on the ground. The

pilot at once circled the area to find out what had happened and saw a string of

large fires burning on the Mole.

(OVER)
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Mole/

The attack on the oil refineries at Hamburg began later in the evening. Here

again the raiders followed one another in quick succession, coming in from all

directions o
From reports received it is clear that a high percentage of direct hits

was obtained,, A ring of fire was seen spreading after one attack as though a leakage
of petrol from one of the tanks had ignited. Fires which seemed to be coming from a

large building were also observed.

In the raid on the Krupps works at Essen a fire started by one of the raiders

was used as a guide, and load after load of heavy bombs were later dropped directly
on to the main buildings. One stick of bombs, falling in the centre of the target
set fire .to several buildings, another report stated that six fires broke out after
another well-aimed salvo had registered a direct hit.

A third pilot noticed several explosions, and reported on his return that the

whole area appeared to be ablaze. One of the raiders also attacked the aerodrome at

Essen, where his bombs were seen to burst among the hangars and aerodrome buildings.

At Gelsenkirchen bombs dropped by the first raider started half a dozen fires,
which were later increased in number and in intensity by high explosives unloaded by
following aircraft a

o ne fire was particularly brilliant and appeared to have taken

a very firm hold.

A hundred miles or so from Gelsenkirchen another raider'engaged in the night's
operations successfully attacked the large factory at Hanau, east of Frankfurt, where

metal and nickel alloys for aircraft and submarine parts are produced.

Clouds were thick over the '‘invasion" ports, but our aircraft seizing their

opportunity as gaps in the cloud appeared, dropped their sticks of bombs and saw them

strike e
The harbour at Calais was bombed continuously from eight o'clock till after

midnight. Anti-aircraft batteries, picked out by their gun flashes were attacked,
and quays and shipping in the Bassin Carnot and. the Bassin de L’Quest and other dock

areas were repeatedly hit. At bombs were seen to burst on the quays, between

the outer and in-../;'harbour; fires were started along the Walcheran canal, and a

searchlight post was machine-gunnedo ■ ■

Searchlights were attacked at Boulogne as well, and the pilot of one aircraft,
having dropped his load of heavy bombs on the harbour, saw a vivid explosion some

twenty seconds later.

Many direct hits were also scored in the dock area at Le Havre.

Four enemy fighters shadowed for more than an hour one of the bombers attacking
the ports but no attempt was made to engage. The fighters kept at a distance of

at least one mile and in the end they were all successfully evaded.
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Air Ministry News Service

THE RAID OH

One of the pilots engaged in last night’s attacks on the naval docks at

Wilhelmshaven today said ; "Our part in the operation was to unload a heavy bomb,
My navigator told me that when one of the bombs burst it made such a huge flash

that it clearly illuminated the docks and basins. It fell, as far as we could

tell, close to a warship which was lying in a floating dock. The blast from this

bomb was terrific, and certainly enough to rock the stoutest warship) and floating
dock. There was quite a lull whilst we were making our run up, but the noise which
followed the bursting of the bomb cannot be described, for every gun for miles

around came into action.”

The captain of another bomber saw a stick of bombs from one machine fall right
across the target area, and within a few minutes large fires sprang up where the

bombs had fallen*

"I think”, said the pilot, "that they hit a building as the flanes were clear
and bright and not the kind which we associate with an oil fire. The weather

throughout the entire operation was very good and the bright moon helped us to find
our target.”

Describing the raid on the ship-building yards at Bremen, one of the pilots
said: ’’There was a fire already burning in the area before we got there. It could

be seen many miles away. We circled round about half an hour before we dropped
our bombs. There wqjs a slight haze coming up from the ground so we waited until we

were quite sure of our target. We dropped the first half of our load of bombs

from north to south, and five fires were at once started, followed by two large
explosions* We then turned round to see how things were going and we noticed that

one of the fires was rapidly getting larger. Then, after about three minutes there

was a terrific explosion. In the light of the fires and the light of the explosion
I saw a row of factory buildings. Debris from one of them was thrown high into the

air; from our aircraft it looked as though was as high as a thousand feet.

We came round again after our first bombs had been dropped and plastered the place
from west to east with the rest of our H.E. time the rear gunner was

chiming away -
s Up she goes; there goes another. 5 He was certainly getting his

money‘s wortho”

Pilots who took part in the attack on the Krupp works at Essen and the oil

refinery at Gelsenkirchen also reported successful trips*

One of them, with the Krupp works as his objective said*’ ”We had a very clear

sky with only a little haze down below; it was a perfect night and there was no need
to use flares. I went in and did my run over the works from south to north* There

were groups of searchlights to the left and right, and when we got over the target
up came another group bang in the middle* They held us for a while but we succeeded

in getting out of them. The barrage put up by the ground defences was fierce. I

recognised the works with their roof tops and chimneys. I had, in fact, been over

the target before, but never to attack it. I dropped all my bombs in one run and

'ihen followed them with incendiaries. The first bomb was on the edge of the works,
and the others that followed fell well in the middle of the factory* The tail

gunner told me that we had started an excellent fire, so I circled round for about

10 minutes to have a look at the results. Down below there was an oval mass of

leaping flames « there was no doubt that it was a chemical fire* My second pilot
said that thejr were the best fires he had seen for some time. Seventeen minutes

after we had left the target «
and wo timed this by the clock - the tail gunner

was still reporting further explosions.”

One of the pilots, who bombed the oil refineries at Gelsenkirchen, had an

adventurous moment when he left the target to bomb the aerodrome at Essen* ”V/e

saw aircraft taking off”, he said, ’’and then the lights were put out on the aerodrome*

u. few minutes later, however, the aerodrome lights came on again and we at once

dropped our bombs* One of them hit a hangar and set it on fire. We then dropped
our incendiaries and I imagine that they must have fallen on a bomb dump because a

few minutes later there were four huge explosions with others following for some

time afterwards*

’’Soon after this the searchlights nick/us up and. four fi::h<crs, camo up to attack.

Luckily we got out of the beams of the beforeeno ji-ynbcrs c^23?&
e
K *

such was not tho case* In the end we successfully dodged the energy.
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AIR MINISTRY No,1953

AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE

The German High Command communique almost always contains an untrue statement
of enemy air losses.

Today’s High Command communique, for example, only v
admits that three of their

aircraft did not return from yesterday’s operations.

In fact, as already announced, eight German aircraft were destroyed yesterday.
Of these, two were Heinkel 60 Floatplanes which were shot down in the sea without

survivors. Details of the remaining six are as follows;-

9/10/40 - N o,l

NOTE: It will be appreciated that information of this nature may be of

great value to the eneny and cannot be published as general rule.
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FIRES IN UNOCCUPIED HOUSES

Numerous fires have occurred recently on the upper floors of unoccupied
houses and owing to the fact that windows have been covered by shutters or

curtains wardens and fire services have often been unaware of the fires until

the premises were alight.

Householders leaving premises unoccupied are urgently asked to draw hack

all curtains from upper windows and remove all obstacles which may prevent fires

being seen from outside.

MINISTRY OF HOME SECURITY
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AIR MINISTRY N0,1955

AIR MINISTRY COMMUNIQUE.

Three more enemy aircraft- making four in all have

been destroyed today.-
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BRITISH PRISONERS OF WAR.

Following names of British prisoners of war have been received
from German sources:-

Flying Officer H. R. Bielker-Peterson. Bielker-Peterson School

of Physical Education,
112 Castlereagh Street,
Sydney, Australia.

Sergeant A.B. Whitton. Copeng Ardie,
Farmiston North,
New Zealand.

Sergeant A.Botton. Armoury Farm Cottage,
Northbourne, Deal,
Kent.

Sergeant K. Holden Tolcarne,
Bridle Road,.
Maidenhead.

From an Italian source is the following:- •

Qergeant-Pilot Douglas Watson Green of the R O A.F.

Next of kin, if able to identify the men from the information

published, are asked to advise the Casualty Branches of the Services

concerned, forwarding Regimental or any other details.

MINISTRY 0F INFORMATION.
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FOUR KENT PARISHES RAISE £600»

The Minister of Aircraft Production acknowledges with gratitude the following
gifts towards the purchase of aircraft:-

Girl workers at Pobjoys Aircraft Factory £}• 04 0,
Miss D.E. South t The Broadway, Old Southgatej N.1-

(gratuities by the staff and a gift by the firm

towards a Spitfire) £B*l6* 0.

Customers of "The Old Rose” Westminster £lo*lo* 0*

Eugene Ltd. Welsh Harp, N.W.9. £loo* 0* 0.
Parishes of Borough Green, Ightham, Platt and

Wrotham, Kent £6oo* 0, 0.

W.A. Lancaster, Alexandria £5,000. 0. 0*

Ministry of Aircraft Production - M.0.1.1.

IMPORT LICENCES FOR FRESH LIMES.

The Ministry of Food announces that licences to import fresh limes from Dominion

and Colonial sources will be granted to previous importers on the basis of 100 per
cent of their imports during the year ended 31st August, 1939*

For the purposes of the issue of a licence, the importer is deemed to be the

firm in whose name the entry for the clearance through the Customs has been made,
unless the firm passing the entry does so in its capacity as forwarding or other

agent of the actual purchaser or salesman in the first instance after landing. In

such circumstances, the purchaser may be deemed to be the importer.

Applications, supported by a statement of the imports during the basic year in

cwts, and country of origin, should be addressed to the Ministry of Food, Fresh Fruit
and Vegetables Licensing Department, St. John’s College, Oxford, to arrive not later
than October 21st, 194-0* - Ministry of Food - M.0.1,2.

WEST INDIAN CITRUS FRUIT.

Importers of sweet oranges, bitter oranges and grapefruit from the West Indies,
with established businesses in the ports of London, Liverpool, Bristol, Cardiff,
Southampton, Newcastle, Hull, Glasgow and Belfast, who wish to be considered for
inclusion in the panels of agents appointed to sell shipments of these fruits

consigned to the Ministry of Food, are invited to make application to the Fresh Fruit
and Vegetables Branch, Ministry of Food, St. John’s College, Oxford, not later than

21st October, 194-0.

Applicants should submit particulars of their previous imports of each fruit in

cwts. (stating the figures used for conversion) during each of the three years ended

August 31st, 1 939, and Colonies of origin.

Before appointment applicants will be required to satisfy the Ministry that they
have been importers in accordance with the following definition:-

The importer is deemed to be the firm in whose name the entry for the
clearance through the customs has been made, unless the firm passing
the entry does so in its capacity as forwarding or other agent of the

actual purchaser or salesman in the first instance after landing. In

such circumstances the purchaser may be deemed to be the importer.

Ministry of Food. - M.0.1.3.

R.A.F. WANTS WOOLLEN COMFORTS.

Air Ministry No, 194-7.

With the cold wet weather once more setting in, the Royal Air Force Comforts

Committee makes an urgent appeal to knitting parties and individual helpers all over

the country to send knitted woollens for the men of the Royal Air Force.

The Comforts Committee’s receiving depot is still at 20, Berkeley Square and the

Committee has quantities of wool to supply to their registered knitting parties at

wholesale prices, if they will apply for it. - Air Ministry. - M.0.1.4*
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a HAVOC IN GERMAN PORTS

Letters received in this country from Helsinfors give further evidence

of the shattering effect of British air attacks on Germany.

'Whole Blocks have been razed in Hamburg, Ships cannot lie alongside in

Bremen Harbour, and. loading and unloading take three times as long as

Essen and Duisburg, among other towns, are suffering badly from the

frequency of alarms. The morale of the German civilian is being badly under-

mined by the raids.

As an instance of the effect of the R,.A cF.’s bombing trips, visitors to

Leipzig Fair had to spend up to eight hours in shelters. They described the

people as highly nervous. Buyers did their business as quickly as possible.

German propaganda in Finland has been constantly suggesting that the war

would be over in a few weeks. People are looking forward to what the Germans

have to say, now that it is clear they are in for a long war.

People in FiriLol are sympathetic with British sufferers from air raids.

But they know the Germans are not getting it all their own way, R eports
received in Helsingfors show that the enemy is far from happy -

Ministry of Information M,0.1» 1»

OLD AGE PENSIONER SELLS WATCH FOR PLANES

FUND
~»i iitl"—~ - lif I- r

~
»■■■«w■ 11— iT'eix.n’—WPWHi.iMi ru »

The Minister of Aircraft Production acknowledges with gratitude the

following gifts towards the purchase of aircraft:

R.H, Ward, Staines (an old age pensioner who has

sold his gold watch and. chain) C o S . o . 4*

Little girls of John Groom’s Crippleage, Edgware . • 50.

H. Hendricks, 7, Dey Street, New York City, • 0 .............. 100,.

H. Deanoslys, Terenure, County Dublin. 1,000,

Cardiff Spitfire Fund® 10,000.

Ministry pf Aircraft M.oe I« 2*

OF REGISTER OF AGRICULTURAL UNEMPLOYED

A review has been carried out of wholly unemployed applicants registered
in agricultural classifications including skilled, and unskilled farm workers,
skilled and unskilled gardeners and. nurserymen, poultrymen and. unskilled, fruit

pickers, etc* Applicants who had. been unemployed for one month or more were

interviewed by special panels, in order to ascertain how far this apparent reserve

of labour was really suitable and available for agricultural work.

The panels consisted of one representative of employers, one of workpeople
and a chairman nominated by an Executive Committee. They were set

up with the co-operation of the National Farmers’ Union, the Transport and
General Workers’ Union and the National Union of Agricultural Workers,

Interviews were held at different times in different centres (mostly
during the month of July), so that the results do not represent the state of
affairs in any particular week; nor do they include returns from Scotland and

part of Lincolnshire. The broad, significance of the figures is, however,
unaffected. The folio?’': points are of general interests

/1 O The total number,.
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1, The total number of those normally engaged in agriculture who were interviewed

was 1,-018, There were between 6-7,000 unemployed registered in these classifications

during July. It would appear, therefore, that the Agriculture Register is, during
the summer, composed largely of workers experiencing short periods of unemployment.

2. Cut of this, 1,018 only 248 were placed by the panels as "suitable for skilled

employment" and 326 as "suitable for unskilled employment" (including those whose

employers would have to be prepared for less than full output during an initial period
of "reconditioning”) , 444 were placed as ’’not suitable for employment in agriculture”
at all, because, owing to old age, infirmity and similar circumstances they were no

longer suitable for taking skilled or unskilled agricultural employment 9 Amongst
those registered as skilled farm workers, out of 295 interviewed, 94 were placed as

"not suitable for employment in agriculture” and 55 as ’’suitable only for wa&£llled

employment in agriculture"; only 146 (about half) of these men were found suitaole for

skilled employment. The reason for this were normally that old age, infirmity or

other causes had made previously capable of skilled farm work unsuitable for

re-employment in that capacity. Thus, the unemployed on the Register for one month

or more during the summer are largely persons not suitable for agricultural employment o

3. Among those found suitable for skilled or unskilled employment the chief

cause of unemployment was local surplus of labour. Difficulties in transfer are

recorded for a high proportion of cases, the commonest difficulty being unwillingness
on the part of the worker to leave home*

Separate figures are available for applicants registered in agricultural
classifications as an alternative occupation. The number interviewed was 503 , of whom

103 were found ’’suitable for skilled employment”, 172 ’’suitable for unskilled employment'
and 228 ’’not suitable for agricultural employment".
Ministry of A riculture

~ 8-

NEARING THE £4,000,000 MARK

NORTHERN IRELAND SAVINGS

Sales of Ulster Wc r Savings Certificates and. Defence Bonds are now rapidly moving
to the mark of £4,000,000.

Certificates to the value of £1,825,155 have been purchased to the end of

September, ar>d Defence Bonds amounting to £1,344,000. There are 1201 Savings Groups,
DcmiAiions and Colonial Offices Press Section M.0,1. 3,

WORT LICENCES FOR SPICES AND FOOD FLAVOURING MATERIALS

The Ministry of Food announces that it is prepared, to consider applications
for licences to import limited quantities of spices (except pepper) and other food

flavouring materials.

Applications should be accompanied by a statement of the importer’s trade from
each country during the twelve months ended 31st August, 1939. A separate statement

of past trade is needed for each commodity which it is desired to import.

Applications should be addressed to: - Ministry of Food, (Spices Licensing Branch ),
St, John’s College, Oxford

Ministry of Food. M.0.1, 4
MOTOR FUEL FOR FARMERS

Farmers and othersengaged in agriculture are reminded that applications for motor
fuel allowances for use during the months of November/December should be made to the

Petroleum Officer on or about 10th October.

The appropriate application form R(MS) 6 can be obtained at Local Taxation Offices

or at Post Offices at which motor licensing business is transacted, and also from the

County Secretaries of the National Farmers’ Union.

The Registration Books of any registered vehicles properly included on the form

R(MS) 6 must be submitted with the application form. It should be noted that farmers*

private motor cars and lorries operating on carriers 1A,B, or 0. licences should not be

included, on these applications,
/The
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applications/

The "F" unit coupons issued for farmers 1 petrol requirements for the current

period are not valid after the 31st October, 1940, and in accordance with the

requirements of the Motor Fuel Rationing Order any such "F" coupons whioh are

unused on that date must be returned to the divisional Petroleum Officer.

Petrol Dept. M.0,1, 5.

LORD TYRON APPOINTS PRIVATE SECRETARY

The Rt. Hon. Lord Tryon, Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Pensions,
has appointed Mr. A.O. Woodgate to be his Private Secretary.

Ministry of Pensions M.0.1, 6,

NEW GUINEA AND LONDON

On behalf of the residents of the Mandated Territory of New Guinea, the sura

of <£4,318 (Australian) has been handed over by the High Commissioner for

Australia to the Lord Mayor of Londonos Fund for the relief of air raid victims.

In a cablegram to the High Commissioner announcing the gift, Brigadier*General
Sir Walter McNicol, Administrator of the Territory, said;

"The amount includes not only subscriptions from the European community, but

also spontaneous contributions from Chinese residents and indigenous natives, and

is an earnest of the whole-hearted sympathy and co-operation of the Territory
with those bearing the brunt of the battle for freedom and whose hoble stand brings
much nearer our ultimate victory*"

Dominions Office Press Section 7*
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